
Social Diversity, Globalization, and 

La restructzrration kconomique issue de la mondialisation a 
produit une btfirrcation h n s  l'activitk kconomique des pays 
de I'OCDE: une coupure entre ceux oh le travaifiindustrie est 

In self-sufficient communities, 
it is possible t o  live a healthy, fulfilling, 
productive life without consuming 
goods and services which come 
from far away. 

compktittfsur le march6 mondial et ceux qui sont en uoie de 
disparaftre. Cet article discute de la relation entre les d e w  
courants en dkcrivant certaines institutions typiques, les ca- 
ractt!ristiques kconomiques des communautks et les besoins en 
vue d'un dkveloppement durable. L'aut eure cible parti- 
culiPrement les implications de cet impact enuironnemental 
sur k changement kconomique, la signification et les valeurs 
de la diuersitksociale, lesprobl~mes degenres et h besoins en 
kducation. 

Bioregional and "ecological economics" theory describes 
the growth of local economic linkages as vital to move 
post-industrial economies in the direction ofsustainability.' 
This involves expanding local stewardship over environ- 
mental and economic resources, so that progressively 
more production for local needs can be done within the 
community. Far from existing solely in the realm of 
theory, this is a pattern which is becoming more familiar 
in many parts ofNorth America and Europe (see, for e.g., 
Rajan; Forsey; Dobson; Nozick; Mazmanian and Krafi; 
Hannum; Shuman; Beat le~) .~  

The blossoming initiatives to create local, community 
economies can be understood in light of the long history 
of environmental challenges faced by ~ e o p l e  living in the 
industrialized North, and the double economic blows of 
recession and trade liberalization/globalization exempli- 
fied by [he World Trade Organization W O )  and the 
North American Free-Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Many 
communities in North America and Europe have been 
organizing around environmental concerns for decades. 
Recession or trade-related layoffs in the early 1990s gave 
many people both time and incentives to exercise long- 
dormant skills for generating incomes and exchanging 

goods and services. Environmental awareness, commu- 
nity organizing, and "alternative" employment creation 
(e.g. in environmental remediation and energy conserva- 
tion activities) form a natural and dynamic synergywhich 
draws upon feminist theoretical insights and relies upon 
women's skills. 

Stronger community-based economies not only help 
people to survive the vicissitudes ofworld market fluctua- 
tions, they hold the seed of more fundamental economic 
transformation. 

As individuals and households become more self- 
reliant and empowered, they lay the groundwork for 
new community responses to larger social and eco- 
nomicproblems. When plant closings, layoffs, loss of 
local stores, or other large-scale economic hardships 
afflict their communities, such empowered, creative 
individuals may be more able to develop new solu- 
tions to these problems. And the new community ties 
they have been forming through their shared activi- 
ties serve as a base for building new economic struc- 
tures and enterprises that more fully meet their 
community's needs. (Brandt, 153) 

Communities which can meet their own needs, need 
the global economy less. In self-sufficient communities, it 
is possible to live a healthy, fulfilling, productive life 
without consuming goods and services which come from 
far away. But this requires knowing one's neighbours: 
their skills, needs, abilities, and trustworthiness. This 
makes possible the sorts of exchanges which are efficient 
and beneficial for everyone concerned - be they skills 
exchanges, community-supported agriculture, Local En- 
terprise Trading Systems, credit unions or informal credit 
groups, urban gardens, child-care and other cooperatives, 
environmental housing improvement programs or any 
other enterprises where local resources are transformed 
into goods and serviceswhich local people need (Norberg- 
Hodge). In many communities in both North and South, 
it is women who do the bulk of the networking, the 
conflict mediation, the organizing, and the fund-raising 
for such community endeavours. 

Working toward self-sufficiency involves fostering the - 
development, preservation, and appreciation of the skills 
needed to live our lives with more quality and less material 
consumption. T o  the extent that women are the guardians 
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of these skills, and the teachers ofyoung people, their role 
in skills transmission is central for the community's future 
self-sufficiency. As Margo Adair and Sharon Howell state: 

energy and other conservation measures, and environ- 
mental remediation as an important job creation focus. 
The particulars of how this works, and the potential for 

Ifwe are to secure the future, we must reconstruct our 
communities. T o  do so, women's ways of talking, 
listening, and being together must come to define all 
public and political life. The qualities embodied in 
our relationships over the kitchen table are the very 
qualities needed for our talk of strategies and ac- 
tions ... For theworld tosurvive, everyonemust act like 
a woman. Let us reweave our communities, reclaim 
the wholeness of life, and empower ourselves to heal 
the future. (41) 

Many ofthe thingswomen all over theworld are already 
thinking, writing, and doing in the face of globalization 
reflect the essence of Janine Brodie's statement that a 
feminist analysis 

must begin with the premise that (global) restructur- 
ingrepresents a struggle over the appropriate bounda- 
ries of the public and the private, the constitution of 
gendered subjects within these spheres and ulti- 
mately, the objects of feminist political struggle. 
(Brodie 19) 

Since communities are, in a sense, intermediate be- 
tween the "public" and the "private", they represent a 
terrain in which many women are comfortable acting 
politically. At the same time, it is exactly the fact that 
communities are somewhat removed from national or 
international "public" life that can make them strong (and 
potentially subversive) bulwarks against centralized con- 
trol, refuges of diversity, and incubators for creative 
human interaction. 

Characteristics of Community Economies 

As Community Economic Development (CED) prac- 
titioners have demonstrated for decades, strong interac- 
tive multiplier effects can be created in communities by 
generating jobs and needed local services, and keeping 
money circulatingwithin the local area.j "Green CED," as 
currently practiced, involves the extension of CED ideas 
to include financing of local economic initiatives via 

"For the world to survive, everyone 
must act like a woman. Let us reweave 

our communities, reclaim the 
wholeness o f  life, and empower 

ourselves t o  heal the future." 

CED in a given community, are of course closely related 
to the specific situation. 

Toronto, for example, is home to a vast and growing 
network oflocally-based initiatives aimed at creating jobs 
by addressing environmental ~roblems, and increasing 
local control of basic economic necessities: food, shelter, 
transportation, money. 

When Central American refugees form an agricultural 
cooperative, lease land outside Toronto, and provide 
weekly food baskets of organic vegetables to urban con- 
sumers in a "community shared agriculturen project; or 
when the City ofToronto provides seed loans for energy- 
efficient retrofits of private housing and office towers 
which create construction jobs and save both energy and 
money; or when a largely abandoned industrial area along 
the Lake Ontario waterfront is converted to a "green 
industryB center, this contributes to the development of a 
more ecological, less wasteful, more locally-centred 
economy. 

There are countless more examples in Toronto ofsmall- 
scale organizing and local economic initiatives involving 
people of all ethnicities and backgro~nds:~ 

-Ethiopian immigrants create loan pools like those 
they knew in Africa, giving members of the group 
access to fat more credit than commercial banks 
would provide. 
*The Waterfront Regeneration Trust facilitates the 
growth ofemployment-generating "green industries," 
such as recycling plants and composting stations, on 
industrial lands bordering Lake Ontario. 
*Neighbourhood activists in South Riverdale and 
other areas work with government and industry 
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representatives to carry out environmental clean-ups, tably leads to layoffs in some places, and laid-off workers 

meet the challenges posed by plant closingsl"restruc- 
turing," and plan for healthy neighbourhood devel- 
opment. 
*Toronto's Local Exchange Trading System (LETS) 
allows people to barter awide range oflocally-generated 
goods and services, without the need for cash. 
*The Toronto Island Community Land Trust, nego- 
tiated by local residents, shows how complex land 
ownership and stewardship issues can be resolved 
using unconventional institutional approaches. 
*Pioneering eco-technology pilot projects include 
the Toronto Board ofEducation's Boyne River Ecol- 

What local-economy theory is about is  
a new sort of economic development 
that honors ecological realities and 
finds efficiencies in small-scale, shared 
knowledge at the community level. 

ogy School and the award-winning Healthy House, 
both autonomous "off-the-energy-grid" buildings 
featuring "living machine" natural wasrewater treat- 
ment. 
*"Green Communities" initiatives in both the East 
and West sides ofToronto have forged wide-ranging 
partnerships to create jobs by upgrading the energy 
efficiency and environmental quality of neighbour- 
hood life. 
*The Environmental Centre for New Canadians 
organizes recent immigrants to Canada around envi- 
ronmental issues, providing a focus for advocacy and 
job creation. 

Several factors particular to Toronto have contributed 
to the development of a local economy: as the largest city 
in Canada, Toronto benefits from ethnic and cultural 
diversity and a wide range ofcommunity traditions; it also 
has relatively well-developed environmental and commu- 
nity organizations, and well-defined downtown urban 
neighbourhoods; pressing urban problems have put atten- 
tion to local environmental and job creation issues near 
the top of the public agenda. 

The fact that similar examples of burgeoning local 
economies can be found all over North America and 
Europe, however, indicates that in many different con- 
texts the trend persists. This raises a number of interesting 
research questions, especially concerning the relationship 
between globalizarion and the growth of local economies. 

Globalization and Community Economies 

The "restructuring" which is part ofglobalization inevi- 

often cannot move to where the jobs are, or be retrained 
for them. They may either have the wrong skills or be in 
the wrong places for the global economy to make use of 
them. They also, however, are likely to have very impor- 
tant knowledge of the places where they live-and com- 
munity connections-which allow them to substitute 
local economic activity for whatever they formerly did. 

Such a substitution: 

.provides personal satisfaction and contact with oth- 
ers; 
*can provide basic goods and services which people 
need (food, clothing, shelter, personal services such as 
childcare and home repairs); 
*makes money less necessary at a time when money 
is probably less available; 
*facilitates the development, "remembering," and 
transmission ofskills which are necessary for personal 
and community self-sufficiency (such as gardening, 
food preparation, craft, construction and repair, 
music, etc.); 
*encourages thrift and efficiency of resource use, and 
intrapersonal specialization. 

All these are things that people intuitively are attracted 
to and see as pleasant, worthwhile, and "good." De- 
linking from the global economy in this way allows people 
to relax, depend on and learn from each other in a way that 
is impossible when time is precious and scarce because 
"time is money." When you are laid off, you can spend a 
week teaching your grandson how to rebuild a junked 
bicycle-aslongas you've got ahome to live in, healthcare, 
and food on the table. 

At this stage we must ask a somewhat tricky question: Is 
concern with local economies at best hopelessly anachro- 
nistic and at worse a futile dead end? This is a criticism of 
local economic work which I have heard from a number 
of progressive colleagues. I would like to offer a few 
thoughts on the theoretical importance of developing a 
local-economy focus along the lines sketched above. 

First, any local-economy activist knows that .global 
trends are driving the emergence oflocal economies. All of 
the grassroots initiatives described above involve aware- 
ness of and interaction with global-economy issues. This 
does nor mean, however, that local activists feel 
disempowered byglobalization-quite the opposite!Their 
work is essentially a process ofgrowing things in the cracks 
in globalization's facade. The resulting micro-environ- 
ments create space and support for a vast diversity of 
human-scale economic alternatives to dependence on the 
global economy. Simply because these are so diverse and 
far-flung, we should not fall under the false impression 
that they are weak and uncoordinated. Together, as I have 
attempted to outline above, they make up a picture of 
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defiance and "refusal to be homogenized" that is a source 
of tremendous hope. 

Exactly because of their diversity and variety, local 
economies fly in the face of the simpliEying forces of 
globalization. What local-economy theory is about is a 
new sort of economic development that honors ecological 
realities and finds efficiencies in small-scale, shared knowl- 
edge at the community level. By recognizing and refusing 
to accept the externalization of costs spun off by the 
juggernaut of broad-brush globalization, people in local 
places worldwide are in effect seeking to minimize those 
costs. From an ecological and "sustainable development" 
viewpoint as well as a social-economy viewpoint, this 
process is theoretically important. . . 

Important conditionswhich make this vision of global- 
local restructuring feasible (and they are perhaps more 
realistic in Canada and some European countries than in 
other places) are a guaranteed basic income, and basic - 
health care, for all members of society. Other factors 
which facilitate the growth ofa local economy include the 
following: 

*Flexibility in the way basic social services are pro- 
vided, which allows people to switch to locally- 
sourced and communally or barter-provided food, 
health care, and housing if they wish, using the 
money saved for other things. This implies welfare 
payments of a Icguaranteed annual income" kind, 
rather than food stamps, government housing, etc. 
*Dramatic economic upheavals or shocks. Large- 
scale economic change happening suddenly in a local 
area can be more conducive to development of local 
economic activity than protracted, smaller shifts. 
This is because in the former situarion, people are less 
likely to feel personally responsible for their being 
laid off; many people are in the same situation at 
once. When big changes hit a community, a unifed 
response seems easier and new institutions and life- 
styles are more acceptable. 
*Good examples. If pilor projects or small-scale local 
economic endeavors pre-exist a globalization shock, 
this can help people to see them as a viable solution 
to new problems. There may be an openness to 

community approacheswithin ashort time following 
economic unheaval which dissipates over time as 
people "adjust" on their own, so a strong energy for 
creation of community-based economic institutions 
may be lost in the initial learning-by-doing phase. 
Preexisting trials and "fringe" projects can reduce 
this. Individual adjustment and alienation are dan- 
gerous because of the high costs in depression, family 
violence, alcoholism and other health effects. This 
has many gender implications. 
*Strong communities. People who know each other 
well, have intergenerational connections, and par- 
ticipate in strong local institutions like churches, 

parents' groups, clubs, and sports leagues, create the 
fora for people to expand and develop their interper- 
sonal ties into new areas. There is no substitute for 
this sort of community self-knowledge. 
*Shared history. The longer most people have lived in 
the area, the easier it is for a local economy to develop. 
People need to know each other as individuals, in- 
cludingeachothers'non-workrelated skills andstrengths 
and needs. They need to know how the community 
works-its institutions and history. And they need to 
know the local geographical area well: What grows 
readily in backyard gardens? Where can you get sand, 
or walnut planks, or locally-grown apples? 

Important conditions which make 
this vision of global-local restructuring 

feasible are a guaranteed basic 
income, and basic health care, for 

all members of society. 

To the extent that globalization depends on accelerat- 
ing consumption of nonrenewable resources, it is des- 
tined to be relatively short-lived. Trade in goods which 
are sent long distances using fossil fuels cannot continue 
at current rates. Transport prices will rise, the goods' 
final prices will rise, and locally-produced substitutes will 
become competitive. Anything made from metal, or which 
is otherwise energy-intensive in its production processes, 
will see a similar trend, as will goods which generate toxic 
or hazardous wastes as waste disposal costs rise 
(O'Connor). Production/consumption/disposal loops are 
already becoming shorter, and local economic linkages 
more important. The use of renewable energy sources is 
much easier in small-scale, dispersed settings. Decen- 
tralization is congruent with ecological economic devel- 
opment. 

In the remainder of this paper, I wish to focus particu- 
larly on the issue of social diversity as it affects the growth 
of locally-based economies. 

Diversity in Community Economies 

From a bioregional and ecological perspective, cultural 
and biological diversity is a natural response to climatic 
and geographical differences across the earth's surface; 
cultural and biological diversity have evolved together 
(Coleman; Rajan; Bormann and Kellert). Ecologists detail 
the role of diversity in increasing an ecosystem's stability 
and chances of survival in the face of climatic or other 
shocks (see, for eg., "It's Natives vs. Newcomers, Down 
Under in Worm World; Bormann and Kellert). Diverse 
human cultures have played an important and largely 

unrecognized role worldwide in protecting $ant and 
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animal diversity, especially for species which are used as 
food (Rajan). 

Humility vis-a-vis nature is linked to respect for other 
human cultures and diversity; cultural and social diversity 
allows for, accompanies, fosters and makes possible the 
gowth  of other ecological values (Coleman). "Green 
politics" is characterized by acceptance and embracing of 
functional differentiation, pluralism, decentralization and 
complexity; it is designed to unite diverse viewpoints in a 
cooperative participatory democracy leading to a deepen- 
ing of community (Pepper; Coleman). "If diversity is 
good for an ecosystem, it's good for a social movement as 
well!" (Forman qtd. in Forsey). 

New models of wealth involve wide variation in meet- 
ing ecological realities, a "new elegance" in respecting 
subsidiarity, anti-uniformity, and a "credo of diversity" 
(von Weizsacker 207-21 l) .  Diversity must be deliberately 
fostered to permit adaptation to futuresurprises (Norgaard; 
Yap). While most CED and ecological economics litera- 
ture speaks favorably of social diversity as a goal, mention 
can also be found of the difficulties this can pose in 
practice for achieving consensus in decision-making proc- 
esses. For one thing, differences can make "community" 
hard to achieve (Forsey; Gujit and Shah). A non-hierar- 
chical process, "honoring what everyone can bring to the 
goup," takes time and care, and conflict mediation skills 
may be necessary (Sandhill; Andruss and Wright). Moreo- 
ver, decentralized communities may have the potential to 
become anti-woman, racist, anti-Semitic, and otherwise 
repressive (Wallace). Social change may seem easier to 
accomplish in a group of like-minded people (Cousineau; 
Johnson and Tait). 

Nonetheless, acceptance and welcoming of diversity in 
communities is asign of their health; the skills required to 
mediate and develop community amidst diversity are 
extremely valuable for community stability (Coleman; 
Adair and Howell; Johnston). 

It is a common theme in virtually all writing on CED, 
"Green CED," and ecological economics that social diver- 
sity, mirroring and enhancing biological diversity, is desir- 
able, beneficial, "natural," and to be cultivated. 

Conclusion 

Marcia Nozick states, 

Feminine principles' are forming the foundation for 
an alternative vision of society which is influencing 
howwe work, organize and make decisions-smaller, 
more personal structures and processes, co-operative 
work situations, consensus decision making and reli- 
ance on community supports and the informal 
economy. They are values which support the build- 
ing of sustainable communities. (38) 

As community economies grow in response to eco- 

nomic globalization and global ecological realities, their 

characteristics and implications will become clearer. The 
examples cited above from Toronto, along with many 
others from elsewhere, demonstrate the importance of 
social diversity as a positive contributor to their stability 
and potential. 

Patricia E. (Ellie) Perkins is an Assistant Professor at York 
University where she teaches environmental economics and 
ecologicaleconomics in the Faculty ofEnvironmentalStudies. 
She has three children andis involved in local environmental 
issues in the Riverable neighbourhood of Toronto. 

'See, for example: Merchant; Rifkin; Sale; Daly and 
Cobb, Jr; Hines; and the discussion in my paper "Explor- 
ing Sustainable Trade: Definitions and Indicators" 
(Perkins). 
'Communities in the South, of course, have struggled for 
centuries to maintain socia! and economic autonomy in 
the face of colonialism and neo-colonialism. The focus in 
this paper is on the North, although many parallels exist 
between South and North with regard to the role of 
diversity in community economies. 
'An overview ofthis literature is contained in Boothroyd 
and Davis; see also Nozick; Roseland. 
41nformation sources on "Green CED" in Toronto in- 
clude Roberts and Brandum, Get a Life!; Toronto Com- 
munity Ventures (1 58 Eastern Ave., Toronto M5A 4C4, 
http://www.web.net/-tcv/tcv.htm); and the Toronto 
Dollar network (http://www.torontodollar.com/). 
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